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INTRODUCTION

The MARKERR-ICE Ice Rink Control System is a state-of-the art ice-rink control and
management system designed to give energy efficient refrigeration plant operation, optimum
ice quality, and rink management and reporting features all in one comprehensive package.
The MARKERR-ICE system provides ease of use and accessibility. Access is provided
24/7 through any browser front end via the World Wide Web. Be it a local LAN connected PC
or remote web enabled devices such as smart-phones, PDA’s, tablets or remote desktops.
The same user experience is available remotely at any time, from anywhere. There are no
additional software or licensing requirements.
Control of refrigeration plant components, compressors, pumps, fans etc., is performed
in harmony. Deliberate and strategic control of system components ensure energy efficiency
and ice quality and optimize the speed of response to system loads i.e. resurfacing.
Scheduling of Ice Temperature Setpoints, further increase efficiency by reducing plant
loading during unoccupied or low use periods.
Load shedding/demand limiting of plant operation is also possible during peak energy
windows, further reducing energy costs.
System managers are able to receive alarms through e-mail allowing remote notification to
any potential problems well in advance before a particular situation becomes critical.
Built-in detailed trend logging assists in system optimization and confirmation of system
operating details and ice condition at a particular place in time.
In today’s cost conscious environment, the MARKERR-ICE system provides the expertise
and resources to run and manage your ice facility effectively and efficiently.
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TECHNICAL

The MARKERR-ICE System is capable of controlling single or multi-pad facilities. Control
of Hockey, Figure Skating, Recreational, Speed skating Ovals and Curling surfaces or a
combination of any of the previous, are all possible with the MARKERR-ICE system. The
interface is an animated graphical interface that is web-browser based. It can be accessed
locally or remotely through a simple web interface.
The controllers and hardware used in the MARKERR-ICE System use the BACnet
communication protocol standard and are fully interface-able to third party BACnet systems.
Any BACnet based system can read points from MARKERR-ICE system and integrate into the
base building control system.
MARKERR can also perform the BAS Automation for the complete facility in addition to
the refrigeration plant control.
The MARKERR-ICE system is configured to the site equipment. The control sequences
are configured and optimized for the specific mechanical components on-site. This ensures
efficient operation of the plant, and flexible and optimal control by the plant operator.
Graphics are selected and created to give a detailed animated representation of the
facility and mechanical systems. Detailed piping arrangements, and vendor specific
equipment graphics are all assembled to give realistic representation of the refrigeration
plant and facility.
The MARKERR-ICE system can be configured to control the equipment as listed in the
specification and presented for clarity below:
1. Control of single or multiple ice surfaces
2. Control of cold Brine/Glycol pumps
3. Multi-stage condensing control, pumps and fans
4. Control of the reciprocating or screw compressors
5. Control of under-slab pumps
6. Provide 3 operating modes for rink pump control
(A) Infrared Ice Surface
(B) Concrete Slab
(C) Cooling Return Temp
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7. Compressor Demand Limiting Based on schedule
8. Failed compressor out of sequence capability
9. Compressor Run Time equalization
10. Sensor Failure Protection – switch from infrared mode to slab on IR failure
11. Anti-short-cycling for compressor motors
12. Separate Summer/Winter condenser operating modes
13. Cycle Under-floor Heat pumps
14. Monitor refrigerant leak detection, room temperature and exhaust fan control
15. Floating head discharge pressure control capability and VFD ready (for future
modifications)
16. BACnet communication protocol.
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MARKERR-ICE USER INTERFACE
Since the interface to the MARKERR-ICE system is web-browser based, any device that
has a browser installed can provide the interface to the MARKERR-ICE system. Typically
there is a Desktop Computer on-site that can perform this function. Local touch screen
panels are also available. The same navigation from the local screens is available on-line
with the appropriate URL, Username and Password.
The operator interface generally provides the following functions


Color 3-D graphics with real time animation specific to installation



Multiple users with hierarchical username and password security



Separate GAME/DAY/NIGHT temperature set-points for each rink



Auto-rotation of compressor sequencing



Runtime hours and start counters for each piece of equipment – user resettable with
appropriate password



Long term trends for all system data – i.e. temperatures, pressures, humidity, etc.



Local and remote alarming for
o

System pressures and temperatures outside normal operating conditions

o

Local and remote notification

o

Compressor Failure

o

Pump Failure

o

Fan Failure

o

Temporary Alarm Inhibit
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NAVIGATION SCREENS
Navigation through the MARKERR-ICE User interface is accessed locally or remotely from any
web browser. Any device equipped with a web browser can navigate through the monitoring
system. The user interface consists of:
1. Site/Welcome Screen,
2. Rink Screen (1 for each Rink)
3. Mechanical Room Screen
4. Individual Equipment Screens – one for each piece of equipment.
5. Alarm Settings Screens
6. Trend Screens and
7. Schedule/Calendar Screens.
Each Rink Screen has the appropriate settings and operating modes available at a glance
specific to that rink. Links to schedules, alarm settings are available from various screens.
Each equipment screen has the appropriate setpoints and information detailed for that
particular piece of equipment. Alarm status and Trend information is available for any
monitored point. All trend information is available for download by a simple click, which
imports the data directly into an Excel spreadsheet.
Through the User Interface, setpoints can be configured for the desired setpoint. Alarms
can be configured for the low alarm threshold, high alarm threshold and a time delay if
applicable. The system initiates an alarm once the point is out of range for the minimum
time. Control modes, online and offline configuration and all settings are user settable by an
operator with the appropriate credentials, i.e. username and password.
Each user can have different privilege settings, i.e. User1 may only be able to view the
system. User2 may be able to view and acknowledge alarms, User3 may be able to view,
acknowledge and Set alarm setpoints. User4 can be allowed to view, acknowledge, set
setpoints and manage users etc. There can be an unlimited number of users.
At the initiation of the alarm, local indication is given on-screen and in addition and email is sent out to the selected e-mail addresses. In the body of the e-mail is a description
of the alarm, and a link to the user interface page specifically for the equipment with the
alarm in question.
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SCREEN SHOTS
Following are typical screenshots for a two pad facility. Note that this demo facility may
be somewhat different than your particular installation, however the information given is to
show the quality, capability and detail of the MARKERR ICE system. Note that the MARKERR
ICE is configured to reflect the actual installation. The MARRKERR-ICE System has a large
library of mechanical components to reflect vendor specific equipment. Piping and any items
not in libraries will be rendered specifically for this project. Note also, that the equipment
shown is “animated” i.e. when the particular piece of equipment is running, i.e. a
compressor, pump or fan components on that equipment will animate to show that the
equipment is running. If the equipment is in alarm, the equipment itself will show that it is in
alarm by the shading of the equipment.
This animation allows the operator to look at the system graphic and at a glance see what is
happening in his plant.
Login Screen

A user name and password is entered at the Login Screen.
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Main Screen
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After logging in, the user is presented with the main menu. From here the user can
navigate to specific system screens

Two Pad Dashboard

The Two Pad Dashboard gives a quick overview of the ice rink facility. Screen specific
details are available from this screen. We work with our clients to make the presentation as
they would like. If the client has an image of their facility they would like displayed, we can
import and display here.
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Typical Rink Screens

The individual Rink screens give more detail specific to each rink. Clicking on the tabs
drills down ito specific rink details.
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Here we drill down into the settings.
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Here we drill down into the alarms.
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Here we see a typical trend. At any time, the current trend data may be downloaded into
an excel spreadsheet at the click of a mouse.
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Rink Schedules
Rink schedules are infinite calendars and are displayable in Daily, Weekly and Monthly
views.
The schedules permit schduling of Hockey and Recreational Temperature setpoints. Any
unscheduled period defaults to night setpoint.
MONTH VIEW
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WEEK VIEW
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DAY VIEW
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Mechanical Room
The mechanical room view shows an overview of the refrigeration plant. Not seen in the
static image below, are the equipment animations and live ticking data for all pertinent
Temperatures, Pressures etc. Animations give a realistic visual indication of the status of a
particular piece of equipment. Equipment in alarm is quickly identified by a change in color
to transparent red to indicate equipment in alarm. Tagging of equipment nameplate, i.e. C1,
C2, P1, P2 etc. are done on this screen as well as tagging of the piping arrangement. All
equipment specific screens are available from the Mechanical Room Screen.
The same animations for equipment screens are carried over from the mechanical
system screen.
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Compressor runtimes and starts from this tab.
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Lead Compressor selection, manual 1 ,2, 3 or 4 or automatic rotation.
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The detail screen also shows accumulative run times and starts.
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Anti-Recycle settings are adjusted here.
The detail screen gives more information on the compressor,
Relevant information, Temperatures, pressures etc. are animated and displayed on this
screen.
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Pumps

The pumps tab gives specific information to the pumps.
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For systems with stand-by pumps, the lead pump is selectable and auto-lead-lag or
manual rotation is selectable.
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Run times and accumulative starts are available from this tab.
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Typical Alarm tab
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Condenser

Run times and accumulative starts are available from this menu.
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The detail screen gives more information on the condenser fan and condenser pump.
Settings for the cut-in and cut-out values are from the settings tab. An appropriate menu is
given depending on if the condenser is configured for fixed head pressure, or floating head
pressure control.
Relevant information, temperatures, pressures humidity fan speed etc. are animated and
displayed on this screen.
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A Typical E-mail Notification

The MARKERR-ICE system has the ability to E-Mail alarm notifications. The notification
above, simply provides a link to the appropriate location where the alarm is generated.
Actual data values can be given in the e-mail of setpoint, and current value at the time of
alarm. E-mails can be directed to land-based e-mail systems and also mobile devices such
as a cellphone enabled for e-mail capability. Any smartphone with a web browser can
browse the Monitoring System, provided the user has the authorized Username and
Password.
Date-stamp of alarm occurrence, return to normal occurrence and
acknowledgement is historically logged.
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SUMMARY

THE MARKERR-ICE system is a powerful rink control and management tool. Modern
features such as web-browser interface, remote alarming and management and optimized
control strategies make the MARKERR-ICE Ice Rink Control System a wise and progressive
choice for any new or existing ice rink facility.

For more information contact:

Gordon Maretzki, P.Eng.
gord@markerrcontrols.com
905-334-6401
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